**Description**

`collect style clear` clears all collection styles defined in the current (active) collection, including the default style, and specifies that `collect` use an empty style.

**Syntax**

```
collect style clear
```

**Remarks and examples**

`collect style clear` clears all collection styles defined in the current collection, including the default style, and specifies that `collect` use an empty style. Note that this command does not affect the styles for other collections you have in memory. This command is rarely used because a table produced using the empty style will typically need many style edits to be complete. For instance, with the empty style, a table will display the title for each dimension, which is typically not needed.

If you are in the process of creating a table and have made several changes to the appearance style but you wish to return to the default style, you can load the default style with `collect style use`.

**Stored results**

`collect style clear` stores the following in `s()`:

**Macros**

- `s(collection)` name of collection

**Also see**

[TABLES] `collect style use` — Use collection styles from disk